


Experience never ending 
bedroom storage!
The MATRYOSHKA wardrobe utilises a curved drawer platform 
to help cut out the clutter that accumilates in the bedroom. 
Sleek, efficient and organised. This wardrobe is perfect for 
those who like to keep things squared away.

MATRYOSHKA
Lacquered wood draws with  
whitewood timber frame. 
L139xH190xW118” 943.175.56

 249 £

Organising the bedroom? This storage centric 
bedroom set takes inspiration from matryoshka 
dolls to provide a streamlined experience in 
compartmentalising and organising your  
personal belongings in the bedroom. 
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MATRYOSHKA Wardrobe 
Lacquered wood draws with whitewood 
timber frame. L139xH190xW118” 
943.175.56

VRIDEN Plant Pot
Glossy black bisque ceramic pot 
W10xH15” 947.164.84

NOGUCHI Coffee Table
Polished aluminium legs with tempered 
glass tabletop. L100xH70xW100” 
933.634.37
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Storage centric 
bedroom set

 397 £
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MATRYOSHKA wardrobe £249
VRIDEN plant pot £28
NOGUCHI coffee table £120
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SINUSVÅG
brushed aluminium with hardened black 
ABS plastic.  100% polypropylene seat cover. 
L38xH84xW36” 956.965.17

 129 £

Bring some fluff to
your seating!

Challenged with combining a minimal sleek design 
and a luxurious sitting experience. The SINUSVÅG 
barstools provide both, utilising a surreal bend to 
provide extra support for the users feet.
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1 2 3FRUSEN Glass vase 1
Teal Cobalt glass 
L10xH20xW10” 985.157.47

FRUSEN Glass vase 3
Teal Cobalt glass 
L16xH12xW16” 976.478.65

FRUSEN Glass vase 2
Teal Cobalt glass 
L12xH18xW12” 928.647.49

Always a reliable eye catcher. From up on 
the shelf to out as a centrepiece, a vase is a 
perfect way to bring a room together. This 3 
piece FRUSEN glass vase set does just that. 
Featuring a progressive melting effect in 
reference to Salvador Dali’s melting clocks. 
This set develops upon the idea that solid or 
otherwise permanent objects, given enough 
time, all eventually melts away.

Frozen in motion 3 piece 
melting glass vase set
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FRUSEN Glass vase £33
FRUSEN Glass vase £33
FRUSEN Glass vase £33

 99£
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FRUSEN
Teal Cobalt glass 
L10xH20xW10” 985.157.47

IKEA Surrealist Edition - Vol 01 - Elan Afzali  - M
AY 2023

 33 £


